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AbstrAct: Racano S., Fubelli G., centamoRe e., bonaSeRa m. 
& DRamiS F., Geomorphological detection of surface effects induced by ac-
tive blind thrusts in the southern Abruzzi peri-Adriatic belt (Central Italy). 
(IT ISSN 0391-9838, 2020).

In clayey-sandy regions, deformed geomorphological features, such 
as river channels and terraces, may represent valuable indicators of ongo-
ing tectonic activity. In this perspective, geomorphometric indexes have 
been developed, among which the SL and ksn indexes seem to be the most 
efficient to detect tectonically-induced stream anomalies. In the present 
study, we used these indexes to investigate the possible activity of the east-
ernmost fold-and-thrust system of the Apennine orogen, mostly buried 
under a thick sequence of post- orogenic, clayey-sandy marine deposits, in 
a sector of Abruzzi located between the Maiella piedmont and the Adri-
atic coast. Whereas most authors consider these structures tectonically 
inactive, several others argue that they still undergo compression. In par-
ticular, we used the SL and ksn indexes to identify surface deformations 
possibly induced by the ongoing activity of the buried structures. More-
over, based on geological-geomorphological field survey, supported by 
remote sensing and spatial data handling (TINITALY Digital Elevation 
Model, and the MATLAB® and QGis software products), we surveyed 
the tread profiles of river terraces in selected valley sectors. The inves-
tigation results agree in confirming the ongoing activity of the buried 
structures as well as the noteworthy effectiveness of the methods applied.

Key words: Morphotectonics, Active tectonics, Fluvial terraces, 
Hack (SL) index, ksn index; Blind thrust, Apennine orogen, peri-Adriatic 
belt.

riAssunto: Racano S., Fubelli G., centamoRe e., bonaSeRa m. 
& DRamiS F., Individuazione geomorfologica degli effetti superficiali indot-
ti da thrust ciechi attivi nella fascia peri-adriatica degli Abruzzi meridionali 
(Italia Centrale). (IT ISSN 0391-9838, 2020).

Nelle regioni a substrato sabbioso-argilloso la deformazione di 
forme fluviali quali i canali e i terrazzi può fornire preziose informa- 
 

 

zioni sulla presenza di attività tettonica. In questa prospettiva, sono 
stati sviluppati diversi indici geo-morfometrici, tra i quali il rapporto 
tra gradiente/lunghezza del canale (indice SL) e l’indice normalizzato 
del gradiente fluviale (indice ksn) sembrano essere i più efficienti per 
rilevare anomalie idrografiche indotte dalla tettonica. Nel presente stu-
dio, abbiamo usato questi indici per evidenziare la possibile attività del 
sistema più orientale di pieghe e sovrascorrimenti dell’orogene appen-
ninico, sepolto sotto una spessa sequenza di depositi marini argillo-
si-sabbiosi in un settore degli Abruzzi posto tra la zona pedemontana 
della Maiella e la costa adriatica. Mentre la maggior parte degli autori 
considera queste strutture tettonicamente inattive, molti altri sosten-
gono che siano ancora sottoposte a compressione. Abbiamo usato gli 
indici SL e ksn per identificare deformazioni superficiali possibilmente 
indotte dall’attività delle strutture sepolte. Inoltre, sulla base dell’in-
dagine geologica-geomorfologica sul campo, supportata dal modello 
digitale di elevazione TINITALY e dai prodotti software MATLAB® 
e QGis, abbiamo esaminato i profili longitudinali dei terrazzi fluviali in 
alcuni settori della valli principali. I risultati della ricerca concordano 
nel confermare l’attività delle strutture sepolte oltre alla notevole effi-
cacia dei metodi applicati.

termini chiAve: Morfotettonica, Tettonica attiva, Terrazzi fluviali, 
Indice di Hack (SL), Indice ksn, Sovrascorrimenti ciechi, Orogene appen-
ninico, Fascia periadriatica.

INTRODUCTION

In clayey-sandy regions, where significant lithological 
discontinuities are absent, deformed geomorphic features 
such as river channels and terraces may represent valuable 
indicators of ongoing tectonic activity (Hack, 1973; Keller 
& alii, 2000; Burbank & Anderson, 2001; Pazzaglia & 
Brandon, 2001; Tucker & Whipple, 2002).

In this perspective, several geomorphometric indexes 
have been utilized, among which the stream length-gradient 
index (SL) and the normalized channel steepness index (ksn) 
are considered to be most efficient for detecting anomalies 
on stream-profiles possibly related to tectonically-induced 
ground deformation (Burbank & Anderson, 2001; Keller 
& Pinter, 2002).
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The stream length-gradient (SL) index (Hack, 1973) is 
defined by the equation:

SL = (ΔH/ΔL)٠Lr

where ΔH is the difference of altitude between two points 
of the stream channel, ΔL is the distance between the same 
points, and Lr is the total length of the stream. It relates the 
total stream power at a particular channel reach with the 
stream capacity to transport sediments and erode its bed. 
By applying the above relation to the long profile of a grad-
ed stream, it is possible to highlight knickpoints that, in 
the absence of litho-structural discontinuities or natural/
man-made disturbances, may be related to tectonically-in-
duced ground deformation (Molin & alii, 2004; Zovoili & 
Koukouvelas, 2004; Troiani & Della Seta, 2008; Di Naccio 
& alii, 2013).

The normalized channel steepness (ksn) index (Flint, 
1974; Wobus & alii, 2006; Kirby & Whipple, 2012) de-
scribes channel steepness as defined by the equation:

ksn = A-θS

where A is the upstream drainage area, S is the channel 
slope and θ represents the concavity of the river channel 
profile. Both ksn and θ can be easily estimated by linear re-
gression of log S and log A (Kirby & Whipple, 2012). With 

FiG. 1 - Location map of the investigated area.

FiG. 2 - Geological sketch of the investigated area.

FiG. 3 - Synthetic reconstruction of the buried compressive structures that 
dislocate the carbonate substratum (based on the interpretation of oil com-
panies data and the hypocenters of earthquakes recorded from 1985 to 
2020). MT (Maiella Thrust); CBT (Casoli-Bomba Thrust); ACT (Abruzzo 
Citeriore Thrust); CST1-2 (Coastal Thrusts 1-2); PeL (Pescara Line); AnL 
(Alento Line); FrL (Foro Line); MrL (Moro Line); FeL (Feltrino Line); AvL 
(Aventino Line); SgL (Sangro Line).
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concave river channel profiles, θ values are positive, gener-
ally ranging between 0.3 to 0.6 (Tucker & Whipple, 2002); 
negative θ values are typical of convex profiles (Wobus & 
alii, 2006) where in lithologically homogeneous areas, may 
represent transient channel deformations induced by active 
tectonics (Hoke & alii, 2007).

In the present study, we used the SL and ksn indexes 
to investigate the possible activity of the easternmost fold-
and-thrust system of the Apennine orogen, mostly buried 
under a thick sequence of post-orogenic, clayey-sandy ma-
rine deposits (Bigi & alii, 1992), in a sector of the south-
ern Abruzzi peri-Adriatic belt located between the Pescara 
River to the north, the Sangro River to the south, and the 
eastern Maiella piedmont to the west (fig. 1).

To further verify the possible occurrence of tectonical-
ly-induced surface ruptures/deformations in the study area 
during the recent Quaternary times, we also investigated the 
longitudinal profiles of river terrace staircases along selected 
valley reaches crossing the blind thrust culminations (Keller 
& alii, 2000; Lavé & Avouac, 2000; Thompson & alii, 2002; 
Formento-Trigilio & alii, 2003; Ishiyama & alii, 2004; Schar-
er & alii, 2006; Amos & alii, 2007; Picotti & Pazzaglia, 2008).

The last shortening phases of the Abruzzi sector of the 
Apennine orogen are commonly constrained to the Mid-
dle-Upper Pliocene/Lower Pleistocene p.p. (Casnedi, 1991; 
Crescenti & alii, 2004 and references therein). However, 
ongoing activity of the buried structures seems to be in-
dicated by the faintly visible N-S Casoli-Bomba anticline 
in the westernmost part of the study area, which involves 
Lower Pleistocene sequences (Parotto & alii, 2003; Cosen-
tino & alii, 2010), the finding of recent fault displacements 
in the eastern side of the Maiella Massif (Sauro & Zam-
pieri, 2004), and the occurrence of low-to-intermediate 
magnitude earthquakes both in the study area and in the 
contiguous Adriatic offshore (Bonazzi del Poggetto & alii, 
2009; Camassi & alii, 2011; INGV, 2019).

GEOLOGY AND GEOMORPHOLOGY  
OF THE STUDY AREA

Structural geology and stratigraphy

The southern Abruzzi peri-Adriatic belt (fig. 2) is char-
acterized by a more than 3 km thick sequence of siliciclas-
tic, transgressive-regressive sedimentary units ranging in 
age from the Lower Pliocene to the Middle Pleistocene 
p.p. (Casnedi, 1991; Bigi & alii, 1997a, b; Scisciani, 2009; 
Pieruccini & alii, 2017). The uppermost unit, Mutignano 
Formation, consisting of 200-300 m of thick clayey-sandy 
sediments with minor conglomerate intercalations, widely 
outcrops in the study area.

These deposits, emplaced in association with the 
growth of the outer Apennine ridges, cover Upper Mio-
cene evaporitic and clastic sediments overlying platform 
carbonates (Apulian Domain; Patacca & alii, 2008). The 
latter units crop out in the Maiella Massif but, in the study 
area, are only known from deep boreholes drilled for oil 
exploration at depths ranging between -100 m in the west-
ern sector and -4000 m in the Adriatic offshore (Bigi & 

alii, 1992). The Upper Miocene sediments are also observ-
able in drill cores but crop out locally in the eroded core of 
the Casoli-Bomba anticline (Cosentino & alii, 2010). East 
of this structure, no clear surficial evidence of compressive 
tectonics is recognized.

Bounded by the Aventino and Sangro rivers to the north 
and south and by Maiella Massif and Guardiagrele to the 
west and east, the Molisano outcrops, a gravitational tecton-
ic melange of Argille Varicolori (varicolored clays), pelagic 
limestones, and flysch, Cretaceous to Messinian p.p. in age 
(Patacca & alii, 1993; Corrado & alii, 1998). These deposits 
crop out in the Sangro River basin, in correspondence to 
the Casoli-Bomba structure to the east. They are only recog-
nizable in borehole logs at ca. -2200 m below the ground 
surface. South of the Sangro River, Middle Pliocene - Low-
er Pleistocene siliciclastic marine deposits unconformably 
overlay the allochthonous nappe (Crostella, 1967).

Valuable information concerning the deep-seated bed-
rock stratigraphy and the buried structures of the peri-Adri-
atic belt is provided by the geophysical/geognostic investi-
gations carried out by oil companies whose results, in case 
of ceased research licenses, are freely available and down-
loadable at http://unmig.sviluppoeconomico.gov.it/videpi/
videpi.asp, the website of the Italian Ministry of Economic 
Development: Villamagna, Montedison (1977/1985), https://
www.videpi.com/videpi/cessati/fascicolo.asp?titolo=898; 
Montenerodomo, Total Mineraria (1988/1991), http://www.
videpi.com/videpi/cessati/fascicolo.asp?titolo=555; and 
Palombaro (Anschutz Italiana Petroli 1998/2003), http://
www.videpi.com/videpi /cessati/fascicolo.asp?titolo=617.

Since the last stages of the Early Pleistocene, the Italian 
peninsula has been involved in a large-scale arching (De-
mangeot, 1965; Dramis, 1992; D’Agostino & alii, 2001; Bar-
tolini & alii, 2003), reaching its maximum values (1500-2000 
m) in the Apennine ridge. According to D’Agostino & alii 
(2001), the uplift has been induced by the eastward migra-
tion of a long wavelength bending that involved the entire 
Italian peninsula, possibly in relation to the retreat of the 
Adriatic subduction zone (Doglioni & alii, 1999, Sallustri 
Galli & alii, 2002). Other authors (Locardi & Nicolich, 
1992; Luongo, 1992; Centamore & Nisio, 2003) interpret 
the uplift as bulging due to the rising of the lithospheric 
mantle in the Tyrrhenian side of Italy. Due to this event, the 
peri-Adriatic post-orogenic sequence rose as a NE dipping 
monocline with very low attitudes close to the coast (where 
the sequence top reaches ca. 100 m a.s.l.) and progressively 
steeper and higher westward (Dramis, 1992). The uplift has 
continued till recent Quaternary times as indicated by the 
longitudinal convergence of alluvial terraces in the SW-NE 
river valleys (Urbano & alii, 2017).

The area is crossed by SW-NE lineaments interpreted 
by several authors (e.g., D’Alessandro & alii, 2008; Della 
Seta & alii, 2008; Centamore & alii, 2012) as transverse 
faults (fig.  4). According to Bigi & alii (1997a, b), these 
faults have acted as tear faults during the building phases 
of the Apennine playing a significant role in the evolution 
of the peri-Adriatic basin. More recently, following the 
general uplift of the area, they were reactivated as normal 
faults bordering differentially raised blocks (Della Seta & 
alii, 2008; Centamore & alii, 2012).
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As mentioned in the introduction, the study area is 
affected by recurrent seismic events, even if of low or 
moderate intensity (Bonazzi del Poggetto & alii, 2009; 
Camassi & alii, 2011). The most important historical event 
recognized in the area is that of Orsogna (10 September 
1881; I = 7.5; Mw = 5.41), which was followed by the one 
(15 February 1982; I = 7; Mw = 5.26) which occurred, a 
little more to the north, in the surroundings of Chieti (Sa-
varese & alii, 2011; INGV, 2020). Figure 3 shows the epi-
central area of the 1881 earthquake and the spatial distri-
bution of the epicenters of the earthquakes that occurred 
in the area between 1985 and 2020 (from the list of Italian 
earthquakes of the National Institute of Geophysics and 
Volcanology (http:// terremoti.ingv.it/).

Geomorphology

The landscape of the study area is characterized by a 
hilly relief whose altitude gradually decreases from the 
Maiella piedmont to the Adriatic coast. On top of the hills, 
remnants of a wide pediment (first described as “Villafra-
chian Planation Surface” by Demangeot, 1965) covered by 
conglomerates, gently dip eastward. The final stages of this 
surface, formed by running waters since the first emersion 
of the eastern Apennine piedmont, are presently referred 
to Middle Pleistocene because of its connection with “Cro-
tonian” (ancient Middle Pleistocene) marine-continental 
deposits (comparable with the top surface deposits of the 
Mutignano Formation; Bigi & alii, 1997a; Centamore & Ni-
sio, 2003) in the Marche peri-Adriatic belt (Coltorti & alii, 
1991; Dramis, 1992).

The main rivers show a general north-east trend (Ur-
bano & alii, 2017) even when they follow SW-NE faults 
(Centamore & alii, 2012). Minor valleys, river captures, 
and beheaded watercourses have developed along NW-SE, 
NNW-SSE, and WNW-ESE lineaments (D’Alessandro & 
alii, 2008; Del Monte & alii, 1996; Della Seta & alii, 2008; 
Urbano & alii, 2017).

The transverse profiles of the main river valleys are 
typically asymmetric with steep to sub- vertical right-
bank (southern) slopes and low-angle left-bank (northern) 
slopes. This asymmetry could be the effect of differential 
uplift with increasing values from north to south. Due to 
the same event and process, the river terraces are almost 
exclusively found on their left bank (Del Monte & alii, 
1996).

In the study area, up to five levels of fluvial terraces are 
present ranging in age from the Middle Pleistocene (the 
age of the Mutignano Formation top surface in which the 
entire terrace staircase is entrenched) to the Holocene: T1, 
T2 - Middle Pleistocene; T3 - Late Middle Pleistocene; T4 - 
Upper Pleistocene; T5 - Holocene (D’Alessandro & alii, 
2008; Urbano & alii, 2017; Miccadei & alii, 2018).

As in other sectors of the Apennines and the peri-Adri-
atic belt, these are “climatic” terraces formed by the inter-
action between climate changes and regional uplift. Riv-
erbed aggradation occurred in the “glacial” stages of the 
Middle-Late Pleistocene due to the enormous amount of 
frost-shattered debris supplied by the bare slopes. In the 
subsequent interglacial stages, the streams, less charged with 
debris, incised the previous alluvium and underlying bed-
rock, due to the increased gradients induced by the uplift 
(Demangeot, 1965; Ciccacci & alii, 1985; Della Seta & alii, 
2008; Nesci & alii, 2012). Their ages are constrained by ra-
diocarbon dating, archaeological findings, pedo-stratigraph-
ic observations, and interfingering with periglacial deposits 
(Alessio & alii, 1979; Alessio & alii, 1987; Coltorti & Dramis, 
1987; Calderoni & alii, 1991; Calderoni & alii, 2010).

The Holocene terrace has a different origin, being 
mostly related first to river bed aggradation induced by 
widespread anthropic deforestation and agricultural works 
carried out in ancient times and then to stream incision 
resulting from more recent reforestation and hydraulic set-
tlement of slopes (Coltorti & alii, 1991; Cilla & alii, 1996).

FiG. 4 - Topographic profiles across the Middle Pleistocene paleosurface 
in the study area: the lowermost profile 3 clearly shows the displacements 
caused by the transversal faults; the effects of faulting are also shown 
in the upper profiles 2 and 1 together with those produced by fluvial 
erosion.
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Near the river mouths, the post-glacial eustatic deposits 
overlap with the climatic terrace treads. Given the relatively 
slow uplift rates of the coastline (considering the elevation 
of ca. 100 m a.s.l. attained by the “Crotonian” top surface 
of the Mutignano Formation), the eustatic coastal plain 
transitions to the last climatic terrace tread without any 
significant discontinuity (Coltorti & alii, 1991; Calderoni & 
alii, 2010; Nesci & alii, 2012).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Initially, based on 1:25,000 scale geological maps pro-
duced by one of the authors (Centamore, unpublished), 
we performed a detailed geomorphological field/airphoto 
survey of the study area hydrographic network (drainage 
channel orientation, river beds, fluvial terraces, and limbs 
of summit flat surfaces) to detect anomalies that could be 
related to tectonically-induced surface deformation.

Moreover, to outline the deep-seated geo-structural set-
ting of the investigated area, we interpreted the borehole 
data and seismic sections provided by oil companies ceased 
licenses.

Then, we calculated the Hack (SL - Slope-Length) in-
dex and the normalized channel steepness index (ksn) for 
all the main rivers of the study area.

We performed the SL index analysis along the longi-
tudinal profiles of rivers, extracted by the 10 m TINITA-
LY Digital Elevation Model (Tarquini & alii, 2007, 2012) 
using the MATLAB® software Topotoolbox (https://to-
potoolbox.wordpress.com/; Schwanghart & Kuhn, 2010; 
Schwanghart & Scherler, 2014). We calculated the index 
values extracting the stream channels from a minimum 
drainage area of 500 m2 and for a ΔL of 250 m (in agree-
ment with Pérez-Peña & alii, 2009, for a DEM with a reso-
lution of 10 m/px). The data were interpolated in QGis by 
Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) to obtain a distribution 
map of SL over the study area.

Following Wobus & alii (2006), we calculated the nor-
malized channel steepness index (ksn) from the investigated 
drainage system using a reference θ of 0.46, estimated by a 
slope-area plot of the entire investigated drainage network. 
Finally, to obtain the normalized steepness index map, we 
interpolated the results by the IDW function.

We analyzed the longitudinal profiles of the river ter-
race treads along four valley reaches where these landforms 
are better preserved and less discontinuous: the Aventino 
River valley from 400 m a.s.l. to the confluence with the 
Sangro River (90 m a.s.l.); the Sangro River valley from the 
confluence with the Aventino River and the Adriatic Sea; 
the Alento River valley over the last 17 km to the sea; and 
the Foro River valley over the last 9,5 km to the sea. We 
performed this analysis using the 10 m TINITALY Digital 
Elevation Model and the QGis software. For the same val-
ley reaches, we also traced profiles of different length and 
width along the left side divides, topped by patches of the 
Middle Pleistocene planation surface. The resulting data 
were checked in the field by a detailed geological-geomor-
phological survey.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Deep-seated structures

Through the interpretation of borehole data and seis-
mic sections from the ceased oil research licenses, we 
recognized, three main blind thrusts from the Maiella 
piedmont to the Adriatic coast, buried under the Upper 
Pliocene-Middle Pleistocene post-orogenic stratigraphic 
sequence and roughly aligned according the Apennine di-
rection (fig. 3): the inner structure (Casoli-Bomba Thrust - 
CBT), outcropping in part to form the Casoli-Bomba an-
ticline; the intermediate structure (Abruzzo Citeriore 
Thrust - ACT; already described by De Nardis & alii, 2011) 
buried under 2500 m of sediments; and the deeper coastal 
structure (Coastal Thrust 1 - CST1). Another blind thrust 
(Coastal Thrust 2 - CST2), parallel to CTS1, was located in 
the Adriatic offshore.

The oil research data also highlighted deep-seated 
dextral strike-slip faults that dislocate the blind thrusts 
(fig.  3). These buried faults roughly coincide with the 
Pescara River valley (Pescara Line - PeL) to the north 
and the Aventine and Sangro valleys (Aventino Line - 
AvL; Sangro Line - SgL) to the south; minor buried faults 
follow the Moro, Foro, Feltrino and Alento rivers (Moro 
Line - MrL; Foro Line - FrL; Feltrino Line - FrL; Alento 
Line - AnL).

The geomorphological analysis of the study area high-
lights the surface activity of these faults that have visibly 
displaced the Middle Pleistocene paleosurface (fig. 4).

FiG. 5 - Stream channels inferred by Topotoolbox for a minimum drainage 
area of 0.5 km2 (in blue); drainage network main directions (in orange) 
between the Pescara and Sangro rivers with channel diversions (in red) 
from the regional SW-NE slope direction. For the other symbols, see fig. 4.
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FiG. 6 - SL (Hack) Index distribution map. The SL Index is calculated 
with MATLAB® using Topotoolbox, for a minimum drainage area of 
0.5 km2, the values were interpolated with the IDW function (Inverse 
Distance Weighting) using QGis. For the other symbols, see fig. 4.

FiG. 7 - Map of channel steepness indexes (ksn) that are normalized to a 
reference concavity (θref) of 0.46 throughout the study area basins, cal-
culated using Topotoolbox with the same minimum drainage area of SL 
Index and then interpolated by the IDW function in QGis. In both pic-
tures, the distribution of the indexes predominantly follows the trend of 
the buried structures. For the other symbols, see fig. 4.

Drainage pattern

In the study area, from the Maiella piedmont to the 
Adriatic coast, the general pattern of stream courses does 
not match the regional slope trend. As already observed by 
Del Monte & alii (1996), most watercourses flowing from 
the Apennine ridge to the Adriatic Sea present anomalous 
diversions, sometimes very abrupt, with angles close to 90° 
(fig. 5).

The drainage pattern anomalies, in particular, the oc-
currence of abrupt diversions of river channels, could indi-
cate the growth of topographic highs capable of diverting 
the course of channeled flowing water. This does not hap-
pen to the major rivers (Pescara, Foro and Sangro rivers) 
which, due to their higher erosional power, are less affect-
ed by ground deformations being capable of crossing them 
by antecedence. In the southern margin of the Po Plain, 
Burrato & alii (2003) observed that river channel diversion 
above the axis of buried compressive structures related 
their formation to ongoing tectonic activity.

Particularly significant among others are the stream di-
versions close to the coast. To the north, in the area around 
the towns of Tollo and Ortona, the river channels abruptly 
deviate from the consequent SW-NE trend turning coun-
terclockwise, and to the south they turn clockwise. This 
behavior indicates the growth of a topographic high cor-
responding to a culmination of the CST1 buried structure.

Hack (SL) Index

The distribution of the SL index in the investigated 
area (fig. 6) shows that the highest values (up to SL > 1000) 
are mostly clustered in the eastern piedmont of the Maiella 
Massif and across the buried anticlines and thrust fronts. 
Field inspection showed that man-made constructions 
across the rivers (e.g., bridges, dams, industrial plants) or 
landslides from the clayey-sandy valley slopes might have 
influenced only a few of the increased SL values.

The increased values of the Hack (SL) index across 
the buried compressive structures are indicators of the 
occurrence of growing topographic highs likely related 
to persistent tectonic deformation, as recognized by oth-
er authors in the northern sector (Romagna, Marche) of 
the peri-Adriatic belt (Lavecchia & alii, 2015). There are, 
in fact, no widespread lithological contrasts that could 
induce the formation of knickpoints. The only stiff/soft 
bedrock contacts in the investigated area are those related 
to the transition between the Pleistocene clays and the 
Mutignano Formation conglomerates (see fig. 2); howev-
er the latter, for the most part, are presently incised by 
the rivers down to the underlying clays; furthermore, the 
harder bedrock would be downstream of the contact, thus 
making knickpoint formation impossible. The inability of 
the weak clayey bedrock to maintain small height differ-
ences over a long time would exclude the persistence of 
tectonically-induced knickpoints in the river channels if 
not related to ongoing ground deformation and the pres-
ence of mountainward migrating knickpoints induced by 
base-level changes.
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The increased values of the Hack Index in the Maiella 
piedmont may be due to the swollen character of the river 
beds fed by debris flows and alluvial fan deposition from 
the steep slopes of the massif. An alternative explanation 
would imply a possible recent reactivation of the Maiella 
thrust as supported by Sauro & Zampieri (2004) mainly 
based on geomorphological considerations. This massif, 
however, does not fall within the study area and its mor-
photectonic evolution will be the subject of a forthcoming 
study.

Normalized Channel Steepness (ksn) Index

The ksn values, as shown in fig. 7, reach their highest val-
ues in the eastern Maiella piedmont and across the buried 
structures. High values of the index occur in the central 
part of the study area between Tollo, Lanciano, Castelfren-
tano, and Guardiagrele. As reported by Dey & alii (2016) 
for the southern Sub-Himalaya chain, the increase in ksn 
observed across channels that cut buried structures may 
indicate ongoing tectonic activity.

In general, as observed by Castillo & alii (2014) in west-
ern Mexico, the increased values that characterize the cen-
tral part of the study area may indicate higher uplift rates 
(Castillo & alii, 2014; Cyr & alii, 2014) due to higher defor-
mation rates affecting the buried structures in this sector.

The high values of the ksn Index in the Maiella piedmont 
may relate to the recurrence of debris flows and alluvial fan 
deposition in the headwater channels, without considering 
the previously mentioned hypothesis (Sauro & Zampieri, 
2004) of possible reactivation of the Maiella thrust.

Longitudinal profiles of river terraces

We reconstructed the longitudinal profiles of river ter-
races nested in four selected valley reaches based on the 
distribution of the terrace tread strips of different orders 
(fig. 8). In all four cases, the profiles present showy irreg-
ularities where the rivers cross the buried structures. The 
left divide swath profiles also show comparable irregulari-
ties. We have tried to explain these irregularities although 
the scarcity of geological field data, due to the homoge-
neous clayey-sandy substrate, makes the interpretations 
rather uncertain.

Aventino River valley. The investigated sector of the 
Aventino River valley lies in the Maiella Massif eastern 
piedmont, across the Casoli-Bomba (CBT) structure. It 
comprises all five orders of terraces, although T1 and T2 
are poorly present. The analysis of terrace longitudinal 
profiles (fig.  9a-up) shows a clear deformation of T3 and 
T4 giving rise to a depression with the maximum depth 
at ca. 6100 m from the graph origin, across the CBT axis; 
no deformation is visible in the T5 longitudinal profile. At 
the same distance from the origin, left divide swath profile 
presents a comparable depression (fig. 9a-down). These fea-
tures could indicate a growing extrados graben induced by 
ongoing deformation of the buried structure whose effects 
are not yet detectable in the T5 longitudinal profile.

Alento River valley. The investigated sector of the 
Alento River valley crosses the ACT and. the CST1 in the 

northern part of the study area. In the left side of the di-
agram, where the river crosses the ACT, T2 and T3 show 
convex longitudinal profiles; to the east, across the CST1, 
the profiles are interrupted by steps degrading to the Adri-
atic coast (fig.  9b-up). A step down is visible also in the 
left divide longitudinal profile, in the right side of the dia-
gram while, its upstream sector does not follow the trend 
of terraces likely due to erosion (fig. 9b-down). The above 
features could be related to the continuing activity of both 
the ACT and CST1 blind structures. The step-like features 
in the right sector of the profiles could be interpreted as an 
effect of deep-seated growing extrados faults.

Foro River valley. The investigated sector of the Foro 
River valley includes four well- developed orders of terraces 
(from T2 to T5). The longitudinal profiles of the upper ter-
races show evidence of irregularity between 2300 and 4750 
m from the origin and near the coast, where T2 and T3 are 
uplifted acquiring an upstream declining trend (fig. 9c-up). 
The swath profile of the left divide (fig. 9c-down) shows ev-
idence of uplifting near the coast. The left side profile trend 
could be interpreted as related to growing extrados faults 
induced by ongoing activity of the ACT blind structure; 
both the uplift and tilting at the left edge of the terrace 
profiles could be related to the growth of the CST1.

FiG. 8 - Morphostratigraphical scheme and map of the investigated river 
terraces. Red polygons delineate the analyzed river terrace longitudinal 
profiles. Blue polygons indicate the swath profile traces of the analyzed 
catchment divides. The swath profiles’ widths are 1.5 km for a, 2 km for 
b, 1.5 km for c, and 5.5 km for d. For the other symbols, see fig. 4.
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Sangro River valley. The investigated reach the of the 
Sangro River valley crosses the entire peri-Adriatic belt 
from the external edge of the Maiella piedmont and the 
Adriatic coast. In this valley reach all the terrace orders are 
well developed, with the exception of T1 which is only rep-
resented by a small strip. T2 and T3 show irregularities of 
longitudinal profile just after 12,500 m and between 18,750 
m and 25,000 m from the diagram origin (fig. 9d-up); T4 
shows limited irregularities between 12,500 m and 18,750 
m. No irregularities are clearly visible in the T5 longitudinal 
profile. The swath profile of the left divide (fig. 9d-down) 

shows a step downstream between 18,750 m and 25,000 
m. In the left sector of the diagram, the divide elevation 
drops down due to erosion of the top planation surface. 
The irregularities affecting the longitudinal profiles of the 
T2 and T3 river terraces (at 12,500 m) could be explained 
as related to a growing extrados normal fault affecting the 
blind ACT structure, and a growing reverse fault (at 18,500 
m) in correspondence with the CST1 front. A reverse fault 
affecting the Upper Pleistocene (T4) terrace was observed 
in an abandoned gravel quarry, close to the inferred reverse 
fault (fig.  10a). Another geological evidence of recent tec-

FiG.  9 - (a-b-c-d up) Longitudinal 
profiles of river channel and terrac-
es in the investigated valley reach-
es; (a-b-c-d down) swath profiles 
taken along the left side divides 
of the investigated reaches of riv-
er valleys. The grey color in the 
swath profiles indicates the area 
between the minimum and max-
imum heights in the profile trace; 
the black line indicates the mean 
elevation.
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tonic activity may be seen near the Lanciano Railway Sta-
tion, where a normal fault dislocates Quaternary marine 
deposits (fig. 10b).

Notwithstanding the uncertain tectonic interpretation 
of the river terrace longitudinal-profiles and valley divide 
swath profiles in the selected valley reaches, the observed 
indicate that compressive activity has continued to char-
acterize the evolution of the buried structures since the 
Middle Pleistocene. These findings are consistent with the 
results obtained by the drainage pattern analysis and the 
spatial distribution of the Hack (SL) and ksn indexes in the 
study area.

CONCLUSION

The results of this research indicate with a reasonable 
probability that the investigated sector of the peri-Adriatic 
belt is currently subject to surface contraction induced by 
the ongoing activity of blind thrusts buried under a more 
than 4000 m thick cover of Pliocene-Quaternary deposits, 
a process that likely characterizes the whole easternmost 
sector of the Apennine orogen.

They also confirm the effectiveness of SL and ksn index-
es and longitudinal profile analysis of river terrace treads as 
powerful tools for demonstrating ongoing tectonic defor-
mation of deep-seated structures in tectonically-affected 
areas where surface deformations are not easily visible.

This methodology can be applied to every area sus-
pected to be affected by the activity of deep-seated, blind 
thrust systems to account for and locate the deep sources 
of earthquakes in view of assessing the local seismic hazard 
(Vannoli & alii, 2004; Burrato & alii, 2012).
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